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Abstract CORSIKA (COsmic Ray SImulations for

KAscade) is a program for detailed simulation of ex-
tensive air showers initiated by high energy cosmic ray

particles in the atmosphere, and is used today by al-

most all the major instruments that aim at measuring

primary and secondary cosmic rays on the ground. The

Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA), currently under con-

struction, is the next–generation instrument in the field

of very–high–energy gamma–ray astronomy. Detailed

CORSIKA Monte Carlo simulations will be regularly

performed in parallel to CTA operations to estimate
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the instrument response functions, necessary to extract

the physical properties of the cosmic sources from the
measurements during data analysis. The estimated CPU

time associated with these simulations is very high, of

the order of 200 million HS06 hours per year. Code opti-

mization becomes a necessity towards fast productions

and limited costs. We propose in this paper multiple

code transformations that aim to facilitate automatic

vectorization done by the compiler, ensuring minimal

external libraries requirement and high hardware porta-

bility.

Keywords Gamma-ray astronomy · Next generation

Cherenkov telescopes · HPC · Code optimization ·
Vectorization

1 Introduction

The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) represents the

next generation of ground–based instruments for very–

high–energy gamma–ray astronomy [1]. CTA will oper-

ate almost 100 telescopes arranged in two arrays placed

in each hemisphere: One on top of La Palma (Canary

Islands, Spain) and one at Cerro Paranal (Chile). CTA

is meant to exploit the imaging Cherenkov technique

that consists in the detection and characterization of

the Cherenkov light from Extensive Air Showers (EAS).

When charged particles from EAS go faster than the

speed of light in the atmosphere, blue light is emitted

via the Cherenkov effect. High–energy gamma–rays from

cosmic sources interact at the top of the atmosphere

and generate an electromagnetic cascade that maps into

an ellipsoid of blue light that is collected on ground by

the array of telescopes. Each telescope is equipped with

a high–speed and highly–sensitive camera that can take

a short movie of the Cherenkov light flow. Eventually,
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information from all telescopes are put together to re-

construct the properties of the incident primary particle

(nature, direction and energy), making it possible to do

astronomy.

Cherenkov imaging instruments do rely heavily on

full Monte–Carlo simulations at different stages, but

especially to calibrate the event reconstruction, the se-

lection of gamma–like events and to derive the full in-

strument response functions. CTA simulations rely on

the CORSIKA software [2] for the physics of EAS (in-

cluding the generation of Cherenkov photons), on the
iact /atmo plugin for a fine handling of atmosphere

properties and propagation of the Cherenkov light, and

on sim telarray [3] for the ray tracing of light on the

telescope mirrors and the response of the camera elec-

tronics.

In recent years, very large simulation campaigns have

been run by the CTA Consortium in order to finalize

the design of the instrument and properly plan for the

construction phase. In particular, both the site selection

campaign [4] and the optimization of the array layout

campaign [5] have run for around two years on thousands

of computing nodes of the European computing grid

(EGI), consuming more than 200 million HS06 1 CPU

hours (or 2000 years of CPU time) and producing several

Petabytes of data. In these simulation studies, about 70

% of the CPU is required for the air shower simulation,

about 30 % for the telescope simulation and another

small fraction for the last reconstruction and analysis

steps.

The optimization of the air shower simulation has

hence become a major concern as it would bring flexi-

bility in the management of large productions: we could
either run productions in less time reducing the as-

sociated cost and the carbon footprint, or run larger

productions for reduced statistical errors, for the same

costs.

In this paper, we present our work for the optimiza-
tion of the CTA simulation code, giving details both

about the procedure we have followed and about the

results obtained. In Section 2, we give a brief description

of the simulation code and of the initial context of our

project in order to explain better our choices. Then,

in Section 3, we examine the limitations of compilers

when optimizing complex software and present the code

profiling work that drove the choices made to develop

our optimization procedure presented in Section 4 and

that permitted us to track improvements at different

levels. In particular, we propose code transformations to

enable modern compilers to apply advanced optimiza-

tions which require suitably written code. Finally, we

present the results of these optimizations in Section 5.

1 https://w3.hepix.org/benchmarking.html

2 Context

CORSIKA has been originally developed at FZKA

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in the early 90s for air

shower simulations for the KASCADE experiment. It

was rapidly adapted by other collaborations for their use.

The first were MACRO and HEGRA, then several other

experiments across the world have been using COR-

SIKA for their simulations (Pierre Auger Observatory,

IceCube, CTA, etc.).

The software consists of a main source, written in

Fortran, handling the particle stack, the particle trans-

port, the random number generation and the atmosphere

description. Electromagnetic interactions simulation is

also included in the main source using a tailored version

of the EGS4 [6] program. Hadronic interactions models

are implemented in different external packages used as

plugins by the main program, also written in Fortran.

For imaging atmospheric Cherenkov experiments,

like CTA, an additional package iact /atmo [3], writ-

ten in C, handles the generation of Cherenkov photons

within air showers, their propagation through the atmo-

sphere as well as the 3D geometry of telescope arrays:

See appendix A for a schematic view of the Cherenkov

photon production and propagation through the atmo-

sphere. Telescopes are represented as fiducial spheres at

different positions on the ground and only Cherenkov

photons crossing these are saved in the final output.

A more detailed description of the atmosphere is also

supported in the iact /atmo package allowing the use

of external atmospheric profiles.

Over 30 years, CORSIKA has evolved to become

a large and hard to maintain complex scientific soft-

ware, consisting of more than 105 lines of code. In this

context, a project of a full rewriting of CORSIKA in

modern C++ has started in 2018, here after named

the CORSIKA 8 project [7] [8]. The project is led by

KIT (Karlsruhe Institute for Technology), but is an

effort of many groups from the whole air shower com-

munity (including the authors). One of the main goals

of CORSIKA 8 is to provide a flexible and modular

framework to support physics applications, while main-

taining a high computational speed. Even if, in the long

run, CORSIKA 8 will replace the current production

version (CORSIKA 7), scientific collaborations like CTA

will still rely on the latter for at least a few years, until

CORSIKA 8 is fully validated. For this reason, we have

decided to work on the optimization of CORSIKA 7,

focusing on its use for CTA. The goal is twofold: First

to obtain an improved version to be used already in

the current– and near–term CTA productions, second

to identify the bottlenecks in the simulation process
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and test different optimization techniques that will be

eventually transferred to CORSIKA 8.

There is not a unique approach to achieve faster

simulations with CORSIKA, this depends very heavily

on the use case, hence on the most important physics

processes at stake and on the energy range. In the energy

range of CTA (20 GeV – 300 TeV), the simulation of a

gamma–ray induced air shower (later called also event)

is relatively fast, taking typically from a few seconds to

a few minutes for the highest energy showers. However,

high event statistics is needed to investigate shower fluc-

tuations and the dependence on primary parameters.

Each production (defined by a given configuration of

the instrument and the associated conditions) requires

to simulate a few billions of showers, leading to an over-

all CPU time of about 60 million HS06 hours. With

shower events being independent from each other, the

full production statistics can be obtained by running

several CORSIKA jobs on different cores, each job sim-

ulating around 50 thousand showers in a few hours. By

distributing the whole simulation workload over 8000 –
10000 jobs running on the EGI infrastructure, the CTA

Consortium is able to run a typical production in a

period of about one month.

For other experiments, like the Pierre Auger Obser-

vatory, the main issue is the very long CPU time needed

to simulate single ultra–high energy showers (above 1017

eV). Indeed, the number of particles in an EAS, and

hence the CPU time and disk space required for its full

simulation, scales with the energy of the primary par-

ticle. As an example, a typical vertical shower induced

by a hadron of 1018 eV requires a month of CPU time

and about 100 Gigabytes of disk space.

Different specific methods have been introduced to

speed–up the simulation of ultra–high–energy showers.

These methods consist in introducing different kinds of

approximations. Very early in the development of COR-

SIKA, so–called thinning algorithms were developed to

reduce the number of particles by grouping them and

assigning them weights to provide correct values of phys-

ical quantities on average. Another approach is to use

the numerical solution of cascade equations instead of a

full Monte–Carlo simulation. A complementary method,

which does not affect the simulation results, consists

in removing at an early stage of the simulation those

particles that do not have any chance to be detected or

which will not be useful. Moreover, from a more com-

puting oriented point of view, an alternative solution for

ultra–high–energy simulations consists in parallelizing

CORSIKA, i.e. distributing the single EAS simulation
across many cores using the MPI protocol [9].

Yet from another perspective, the IceCube neutrino

observatory, that measures high energy neutrinos from

the cosmos, had to solve the difficult problem of propa-

gating Cherenkov photons through the many layers of

ice of the South pole. IceCube indeeds relies on COR-

SIKA for the simulation of air showers, but developed

a dedicated photon propagation code. This part of the

simulations was initially by far the most computation

intensive part, and was successfully ported to GPUs [10]

to become a tiny fraction of the simulation time.

In the case of experiments like CTA, where the lim-

itation comes from high event statistics rather than

from extreme long events, there would be no gain in
using the CORSIKA parallelized version. Our approach

aims instead at reducing the CPU time of the sequential

execution. To achieve this purpose, we have explored

different techniques, like choosing appropriate compiler
flags, code refactoring, algorithms change and vector-

ization, that we will discuss in Sections 3 and 4. Our

goal is to optimize the code with no impact on the accu-

racy of the results. For this reason, we did not consider

techniques implying approximations, neither changing

algorithms used for the implementation of physics pro-

cesses. The only change at algorithmic level that we

have introduced consists in an extended application of

an already available algorithm for the fast interpolation

of atmospheric profiles, as described in Section 3.3.2.

An additional constraint is that we want to be able to

execute the optimized code on the EGI e–infrastructure

that is currently used in production. Since the comput-

ing power of this e-infrastructure is essentially provided

by CPUs, we did not consider off-loading part of the

computations to GPUs. On the other hand, since EGI

computing centers are equipped with CPUs of different

generations, the advantage of vectorization is that the

code can be easily ported on different types of CPUs.

Indeed, the principle of the vectorization is to make

use of SIMD (Single Instruction on Multiple Data) [11]

instructions to perform the same operation on multiple

data simultaneously. These instructions are available on

all the modern processors with different implementa-

tions, operating on registers of different sizes. The most

common are: SSE4, AVX/AVX2, AVX–512, operating

respectively on 128-bit, 256-bit and 512-bit registers.

This means that a given operation can be executed on 4

doubles or 8 floats simultaneously for AVX/AVX2 and

on 8 doubles or 16 floats for AVX–512. The variation

from an implementation to another being essentially the

size of the registers, it is sufficient to parametrize the

code at the compilation time to adapt it to the target

CPU model.
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3 Code analysis and initial optimizations

3.1 Optimization compilation flags

Before even starting to modify the code, we have ex-

tensively checked the compiler capabilities to automat-

ically optimize the program. This is done by choosing

appropriate compilation flags that determine which op-

timization will the compiler attempt to do. However
with this technique we have measured almost no perfor-

mance improvement. The conclusion was that obtaining

a meaningful performance gain requires modifying the

code.

3.2 Code Profiling

In order to perform an effective code optimization, it

is necessary to analyze the code and identify the po-

tential bottlenecks that could be hindering the perfor-

mances. For this purpose we have used the GNU profiler

gprof 2 [12] together with the gprof2dot 3 visualization

add-on. This tool generates a call graph showing a de-

tailed representation of the different functions of the

code as well as the associated execution time. To obtain

a representative profile we have executed CORSIKA

with the same input parameters used in a standard
CTA production for gamma–ray showers. We have ad-

justed the number of simulated showers to obtain an

execution duration of about 10 minutes (2500 showers

in the current case).

In the call graph generated with gprof2dot, the func-
tions requiring a high computational cost are depicted

in a red color palette and the colors shift to blues as the

cost diminishes. Thus, we are able to observe the critical

path of CORSIKA execution in Figure 1. Within this

critical path, we observe that over 91 % of CPU time

is spent in the CERENK function which is responsible

for the generation of Cherenkov photons within the air

showers. The second most CPU intensive function in

the critical path is the RAYBND function with over 50 %.

This function is responsible for the propagation of the

photons in the atmosphere with refraction correction,

meaning that RAYBND is called for every single photon

bunch (over 1.7 billion for this execution, i.e. about 670

000 times per shower) which explains its high cost.

In order to cross-check these results we have per-

formed the profiling with different tools, like Linux perf,

Callgrind and a gdb-based profiler, all giving compatible

results 4. In particular, looking at the perf profiling,

2 https://sourceware.org/binutils/docs/gprof/
3 https://github.com/jrfonseca/gprof2dot
4 https://gite.lirmm.fr/cta-optimization-group/cta-

optimization-project/wikis

which also includes low-level libraries, we observe that a

large portion of CPU within CERENK and RAYBND is due

to mathematical functions (exp, asin, cos, sin).

Finally, we observe that in these functions the com-

putations on the generated photons are intrinsically

independent for each photon. From these observations,

we can conclude that these functions present prime con-

ditions for optimization through vectorization.

3.3 Initial code optimization

From the profiling results presented in the previous sec-

tion, we expect that vectorizing CERENK and RAYBND is

a very promising path for optimization. The vectoriza-

tion of these two functions will be discussed in detail in

Section 4. In this Section, we discuss two other meth-

ods that we have employed to improve performances.

The first consists in refactoring some parts of the code
to reduce unnecessary computations, while the second

consists in introducing slight changes at the algorithmic

level.

3.3.1 Code refactoring

Analyzing in more detail the code of the RAYBND func-

tion, we have realized that the atmospheric interpolation

process, which accounts for one-fourth of the CPU spent

in RAYBND, was not implemented in an optimal way.

The atmospheric interpolation concerns two types of

tables: Atmospheric quality tables and refraction ta-

bles. Atmospheric quality tables contain the values of

density, thickness and refraction index, while refraction

tables contain coefficients for air refraction correction.

The data points of all these tables correspond to differ-

ent altitudes at non equidistant steps as more points

are available around known altitudes showing greater

variability of the atmosphere quality. An interpolation

algorithm is used to derive any of the 4 given variables at

an intermediate altitude between two tabulated points.

Typically, the used atmospheric tables consist of about

55 points. The standard interpolation algorithm, im-

plemented in the RPOL function, consists of two steps:

First, a binary search algorithm retrieves the two closest

points in altitude; Second a linear interpolation between

these two points gives the value of the quantity of in-

terest. Note that RPOL is not visible in the call graph of

Figure 1 because of inlining. However, its child function

(INTERP), performing the binary search, is shown and

accounts for 25 % of the CPU. In the RAYBND function,

the RPOL function was called three times to calculate

respectively the interpolated values of density, thickness

and refraction index at the same altitude, meaning that

exactly the same binary search was performed for each

https://sourceware.org/binutils/docs/gprof/
https://github.com/jrfonseca/gprof2dot
https://gite.lirmm.fr/cta-optimization-group/cta-optimization-project/wikis/optimization_working_page
https://gite.lirmm.fr/cta-optimization-group/cta-optimization-project/wikis/optimization_working_page
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Fig. 1 Call graph generated with gprof and gprof2dot, for the profiling of CORSIKA (version 6.990 and iact-atmo v1.51
compiled with GCC v8.2.1) running 2500 gamma–ray showers in a standard CTA production configuration.
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of the three calls. We have thus refactorized the code,

so that the RPOL function performs the binary search

only once for a given altitude, and then computes the

interpolated values of the three variables. In this way, for

each call to RAYBND, we have saved two binary searches.

This simple modification resulted in a speed–up of 1.09

(Tref/Topt), which is already higher than what we have

obtained using specific compiler flags.

3.3.2 Algorithmic change

Another optimization, already supported in iact /atmo,

consists in using a faster algorithm for atmospheric in-

terpolation (called fast interpolation). This algorithm

builds fine–grained tables with uniform steps in alti-

tude, using the same standard interpolation algorithm

described above, but only once during an initialization

phase. Interpolated values are then calculated from these

fine–grained tables without the need of performing any
binary search. On the one hand, these tables must be

fine–grained enough so that the accuracy of looking up

pre–defined values is similar to computing the inter-

polation on–demand, on the other hand the number

of pre–calculated entries must be reasonable to limit

the memory footprint. By running dedicated tests, we

were able to show that using tables with 10000 pre–

interpolated data points was good enough to keep an

excellent agreement with a dedicated call to the linear
interpolation routine.

In iact /atmo v1.51, the fast interpolation algorithm

is implemented only for the atmospheric quality tables,

but not for the refraction tables. Extending the usage

of the fast interpolation to all quantities was fully im-

plemented in iact /atmo v1.59, bringing to a speed–up

of around 1.2.

4 Optimization process

Following the initial code analysis and clean–up, we

were in good conditions to start the actual optimization

and vectorization work on the main Cherenkov han-

dling piece of code: The CERENK routine that produces

Cherenkov photons and then calls the RAYBND routine

to propagate photon bunches through the atmosphere.

4.1 Preparing the code for vectorization

Replacing scalar functions with their vectorized equiv-

alents required some code transformations. We define

RAYBND VEC as the vectorized version of RAYBND that pro-

cesses multiple photon bunches together: All variables

associated to photon bunches (e.g. space and angular

coordinates, arrival time, etc.) are replaced with vectors

of specific length. The vector length can be adjusted

through a compilation flag according to the available

SIMD instructions on the processor and the correspond-

ing size of the registers. Since all these variables are in

double precision, they can be stored into vectors of size

4 for AVX2 processors (256-bit registers) and of size 8

for AVX–512 processors (512-bit registers). This trans-

formation is necessary because the compiler is unable to

vectorize entire functions and to apply all the changes

necessary to the input parameters to switch from scalar
to vector. The compiler is also unable to automatically

replace the call to scalar RAYBND with the new vector-

ized version, meaning that we also had to unroll the

main computation loop in CERENK, i.e. the loop over the

particle sub-steps (see Appendix A), to be able to call

RAYBND VEC. Once this transformation is accomplished,

it is also necessary to isolate the computations that

define the parameters of these functions and extract

them from the main loop so that the vectorization can

be implemented.

4.2 Vectorization of mathematical functions

As shown in the previous section, an important portion

of the computational needs of RAYBND comes from math-

ematical functions. CORSIKA originally employs imple-
mentations of these functions from the linux libm library

to do computations. A number of vectorized mathemat-

ical libraries are available on the market, among which

Intel SVML 5, AMD libm 6, the CERN VDT 7 [13] and

the SIMD vector libm [14]. Intel SVML and AMD libm

being proprietary, we tested only VDT and the SIMD

vector libm that we found to show similar performances.

We decided to use the SIMD vector libm because it is

based on the principle of automatic vectorization, mean-

ing that the functions are implemented such that the

compiler is able to vectorize them based on the architec-

ture of the machine the code is built on, ensuring the

portability of the library and its stand–alone aspect.

4.3 Instruction vectorization

With the vectorization of mathematical functions ac-

complished, the next step in vectorization–based op-

timizations is to attempt the vectorization of single

5 https://software.intel.com/en-us/cpp-compiler-
developer-guide-and-reference-overview-intrinsics-for-short-
vector-math-library-svml-functions

6 https://developer.amd.com/amd-aocl/amd-math-library-
libm/
7 https://github.com/dpiparo/vdt

https://software.intel.com/en-us/cpp-compiler-developer-guide-and-reference-overview-intrinsics-for-short-vector-math-library-svml-functions
https://software.intel.com/en-us/cpp-compiler-developer-guide-and-reference-overview-intrinsics-for-short-vector-math-library-svml-functions
https://software.intel.com/en-us/cpp-compiler-developer-guide-and-reference-overview-intrinsics-for-short-vector-math-library-svml-functions
https://developer.amd.com/amd-aocl/amd-math-library-libm/
https://developer.amd.com/amd-aocl/amd-math-library-libm/
https://github.com/dpiparo/vdt
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instructions. Portability being a high constraint, we aim

to limit external libraries dependencies to the maximum

and focus on automatic vectorization. We will discuss in

this section the limitations the compiler faces during the

process of automatic vectorization and possible ways to

bypass them.

4.3.1 Restructuring tests

The basis for automatic vectorization consists of en-

abling the usage of SIMD instructions with the appropri-

ate compilation flags. By simply doing so for CORSIKA

in its original code structure, we observe in the assembler

code, that the compiler manages to vectorize very few

instructions, mostly due to the complexity of the code.

Our optimization target for vectorization, the RAYBND

function, often exhibits code parcels with a structure

represented in Algorithm 1. We usually have multiple

nested conditional statements that hide the most com-

mon computation (line 9 in Algorithm 1). In fact, by

testing the occurrences in which these conditions are

validated, we observe that they are very rare and that

they require simulations of a large number of showers

before manifesting. Therefore, eliminating the hindrance

to automatic vectorization requires restructuring the

code to extract the main computation from inside these

conditional statements.

Algorithm 1: Original code structure.

1 Function main()
2 for (i = 0; i < n bunches; i++) do
3 if Condition1 then
4 Compute case 1;
5 else
6 if Condition2 then
7 Compute case 2;
8 else
9 Compute general case;

10 end

11 end

12 end

13 end

The first step for this transformation is to define

a vector of Cherenkov photon bunches in order to call

the vectorized function RAYBND VEC: This has been done

in the preparation step for the vectorization of math-

ematical functions. The CERENK routine has also been

unrolled and we are now able to define two execution

scenarios. The first scenario, the most common one, con-

sists in computing the general case isolated from the

rest of the calculations inside a loop of the size of the

vector of photon bunches (n bunches). In this way the

Algorithm 2: Restructured code for vectorization.

1 Function main()
2 Test1 = False;
3 Test2 = False;
4 for (i = 0; i < n bunches; i++) do
5 Test1 = Test1 OR Condition1(i);
6 Test2 = Test2 OR Condition2(i);

7 end
8 if Test1 OR Test2 then
9 Scalar computation using Algorithm 1 ; Return;

10 end
11 for (i = 0; i < n bunches; i++) do
12 Compute general case;
13 end

14 end

compiler can easily identify it as vectorizable (line 12

in Algorithm 2). In the second scenario, that happens

a lot less frequently, all conditions in the if statements

in Algorithm 1 are gathered and tested first for every

photon bunch in the vector (lines 5 and 6 in Algorithm

2). If one single occurrence of these conditions is veri-

fied, we immediately switch to the scalar execution of

Algorithm 1 and return. A sequence of transformations
of this type were used to build RAYBND VEC: We start

by concatenating all test scenarios and executing scalar

computations if necessary; followed with a series of small

easily vectorizable loops containing just a few lines of

code.

Appendix B proposes a parallel view of the original

code and the optimized code in order to give the reader

a better understanding of the implementation and an

idea of the readability of the optimized code.

4.3.2 Calls to function

We are able to increase the portion of vectorizable code

in RAYBND thanks to the isolation of instructions and

restructuring of tests presented in the previous section.

These transformations also enable an easier analysis of

the code in order to understand any additional reasons

for which the compiler would be unable to vectorize

some parts of the code. This analysis was achieved by

tracing the compiler behavior and inspecting the as-

sembly code. We found out that the compiler is not

allowed to automatically vectorize the code when a func-

tion call is present within an instruction. In the case of

RAYBND, most functions calls of this nature are used for

the interpolation process on atmosphere parameters (see

Section 3.3.1). We also observe that these calls are often

repeated for multiple instructions with the same input

values. As shown in Algorithm 3, when a secondary

function Interpolation is hidden within the call to

MainInterpolation, the compiler is unable to detect
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that the calls are identical with the parameter Q. In most

cases, the compiler is able to detect redundant function

calls and avoid these repetitions. However, because the

code is designed with many small functions and shows

multiple indirect function calls, the compiler often fails

to optimize large parts of the code. Refactoring was

done to manually extract these function calls from their

respective instructions and define variables at the be-

ginning of the function that contain the return values

of the mentioned function calls. With these values at

hand, we are able to place the variables instead of the
function calls in the instructions so that the compiler

successfully manages to further vectorize the code. One

should note that this step would not have been necessary

if indirect function calls were not present as a result of

over splitting the code into small functions.

Algorithm 3: Indirect repeated function calls.

1 Function MainInterpolation(P, Q)
2 ...
3 Interpolation(Q);

4 end
5 Function main()
6 MainInterpolation(P1, Q);
7 MainInterpolation(P2, Q);
8 MainInterpolation(P3, Q);

9 end

4.3.3 Code translation

Optimizations discussed so far were introduced to COR-

SIKA in the RAYBND function, first because it is the

second most CPU time consuming function, and addi-

tionally because it is coded in C, a language for which

many tools and libraries exist to study and implement

vectorization. However, the main routine, CERENK, is

written in Fortran. By unrolling the main computation

loop in CERENK and enabling the vectorization flag dur-

ing the compilation, we observe very little vectorization

of the code. Furthermore, with the intentions of repli-

cating the same optimization techniques we employed

on RAYBND, we decided to translate CERENK from For-

tran to C. Multiple difficulties arise from this switch of

programming languages. First, most of the data struc-

tures in the Fortran portion of CORSIKA, are defined

in common blocks which represent global variables that

all functions are able to access. Translating the function

into C meant that we had to define these common blocks

in C-appropriate data structures while maintaining the

same format and variable order as the common blocks

in Fortran. CERENK also includes some highly complex

conditional statements that required some attention in

making sure the C equivalent depicted the same execu-

tion scenarios. These cases being a rare occurrence, a

wide range of tests were deployed to verify the validity

of the C version of CERENK in all possible scenarios. Fi-

nally, CORSIKA contains multiple packages and thus

different configuration scripts. Therefore, linking the

new CERENK function for seamless integration into the

general compilation process of CORSIKA required a

restructuring of the way the program is packaged in

order to avoid disturbing other portions of the code.

After translating CERENK to C, we are able to ap-

ply the optimization techniques we previously used for

RAYBND. The restructuring of tests for CERENK is more

complicated than RAYBND with few cases where it is im-

possible to isolate an instruction from the conditional

statement. These constraints could be overcome with

some algorithmic changes to the code but for the sake of

maintaining the overall structure of the code, we chose

to retain some if expressions in loops that would be
vectorizable otherwise.

In addition, CORSIKA allows to optionally store

the longitudinal development of Cherenkov photons

production that should match the altitude profile of

the atmospheric density. This profile is computed in a

function named CERLDE, that is called inside CERENK .
However, we are unable to use the original CERLDE func-

tion with the vectorized versions of RAYBND and CERENK

since the computations done in CERLDE are scalar and

use data structures that are not adequate for the vec-

torized functions. Therefore, we had to apply the same

transformations as CERENK: Translating to C and opti-
mizing for automatic vectorization. We keep the scalar

version of CERLDE for the computation associated to the

photons that remain after the distribution into vectors.

5 Performance analysis

In this section, the gains in performance obtained after

the various steps of optimization described in Section 4,

will be presented together with their impact on numeri-

cal results.

5.1 Experimental setup

5.1.1 Code versions

Starting with a reference version of the code, named

”V-ref”, corresponding to the original source code dis-

tributed by the developers, we were able to define a

coherent sequence of optimization steps. The first step

and main bottleneck is the RAYBND routine, that was

actually vectorized in two phases. The version named
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”V–ray–0” is our initial attempt including code reor-

ganization and vectorization of critical computations,

and is the one presented in [15]. The version named

”V–ray” corresponds to the full code restructuring and

vectorization of all mathematical and single instruction

calls. The second step is the translation of CERENK to

C and its optimization through the full vectorizaton

process in order to obtain the most advanced vectorized

versions of both RAYBND and CERENK, that are named

”V–cer”.

This optimization sequence was first designed and

applied on CORSIKA version 6.990 with the iact-atmo

package v1.51, and then also applied on CORSIKA ver-

sion 7.69 with iact-atmo v1.59 that is the most recent

version planned to be used for the next CTA large pro-

ductions. The different optimized versions of CORSIKA

are schematically presented on Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Optimized versions of CORSIKA 6 and 7.

5.1.2 Test environment

The different versions of CORSIKA were deployed on a

dedicated server running CentOS 7.5.1804. The proces-

sor is an Intel Xeon Gold x86 64 with 16 cores running

at 3.60 GHz. The memory cache is distributed on three

levels: 32 KB in L1, 1024 KB in L2 and 16896 KB in L3.

The processor has both AVX2 and AVX–512 advanced

vector extensions available. We relied mostly on the

GCC compiler v8.2.1, but also verified that the code

compiled and run with older versions starting from GCC
v4.8.7, that is the default on CentOS 7.5. All the perfor-

mance results that follow correspond to code compiled

with GCC v8.2.1 and compilation flags -O3 -mavx2.

The numerical validation of the computations is

based on a python script that verifies that the CORSIKA

output file containing the Cherenkov photons position,

angle and arrival time parameters, is bit-wise identical

to the output obtained when executing the reference

version.

The perf tool 8 was used to measure the CPU time

with a non intrusive sampling that counts the cycles

8 https://perf.wiki.kernel.org/index.php/Main Page

and instructions during the execution: perf stat -e

cycles,instructions. For each CORSIKA version, we

have considered the average CPU time over 10 measure-

ments, for which we observed fluctuations less than 1%.

5.2 Performance gain with AVX2 instructions

Performances have been assessed for two execution

scenarios. The first one is a testing configuration of

CORSIKA using CTA standard productions parameters,

with the exception that it does not include the calcu-

lation of the Cherenkov photons longitudinal profile,

performed by the CERLDE function. The second scenario

corresponds to the final CORSIKA 7 configuration as

used in CTA standard productions, which also required

the CERLDE vectorization.

To achieve an accurate measurement of the perfor-

mances, we have configured CORSIKA to simulate a
representative sample of 2500 gamma–ray induced air

showers. An additional configuration option was used

to ensure that exactly the same sequence of random
numbers was used for all physics processes. With this

configuration, we made sure that we were able to run

exactly the ”same” 2500 showers through all processes

so that computation time measurement corresponded

to exactly the same set of operations.

5.2.1 CORSIKA 6 and 7 performances for a testing

configuration

Looking first at the execution time for the different opti-

mized versions of CORSIKA 6, presented as orange bars

on the graph of Figure 3, we observe that with the initial

work done on the code rationalization, and the vector-

ization of the most important calls to mathematical

functions, so going from ”V-cor6-ref” to ”V-cor6-ray0”,

we were already able to speed–up the execution time by

a factor 1.23. Including the full vectorization of RAYBND,

we could gain a bit more with a speed–up of 1.27 for

”V-cor6-ray”. From there, Fortran code translation to

C of CERENK, and significant refactoring to expose au-

tomatic vectorization were necessary to reach the final

speed–up of 1.55 measured on ”V-cor6-cer”. The same

optimization process applied on CORSIKA 7, lead us

from ”V-cor7-ref” to ”V-cor7-ray” with a speed–up fac-

tor of 1.18, and then to ”V-cor7-cer” with a speed–up

of 1.53.

Moreover, it’s important to note that the important

drop in execution time observed when comparing ”V-

cor6-ref” and ”V-cor7-ref” is due to the fact that the new

interpolation scheme (see Section 3.3.2) was introduced

in the iact–atmo v1.59 that is used with the CORSIKA

7 package. This new scheme also means that the code

https://perf.wiki.kernel.org/index.php/Main_Page
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spends significantly less time in RAYBND in CORSIKA 7

than what did in CORSIKA 6, meaning that optimizing

RAYBND alone seems less effective than it did with the

previous version, corresponding to speed up of 1.27 for

CORSIKA 6 as opposed to 1.18 for CORSIKA 7.

Fig. 3 CPU time measurements of the different CORSIKA
versions for a testing configuration, which does not include
the calculation of Cherenkov photons longitudinal profiles.
Computations are in double precision with AVX2 instructions
enabled. The reported values correspond to the average over
10 measurements for 2500 shower runs.

5.2.2 CORSIKA 7 performances for a CTA standard

configuration

When CTA simulations are run for large productions,

CORSIKA is configured to save the longitudinal profile

of Cherenkov photons, calculated in the CERLDE rou-

tine. CERLDE was translated to C and fully optimized

only for CORSIKA 7, and performance measurements

are presented on the bar graph of Figure 4. The full

optimization of RAYBND lead us from ”V-cor7-ref” to

”V-cor7-ray” and a speed–up factor of 1.22. We then

manage to reach a speed–up of 1.51 for a final optimized

version of CORSIKA 7 (”V-cor7-cer”) with all three

functions RAYBND, CERENK and CERLDE vectorized.

6 Conclusion and prospects

In this work, we have focused on the automatic vector-

ization of the CORSIKA air shower simulation program

for the use case of CTA. An analysis of the code using

different profiling tools has shown that the generation of

Cherenkov photons (CERENK routine) and their propaga-

tion in the atmosphere (RAYBND routine) are the heaviest

steps of the simulation CPU time wise. We have defined

an optimization process applied to these two steps that

Fig. 4 CPU time measurements of CORSIKA 7 (reference
and optimized versions) for the final configuration as in CTA
productions. Computations are in double precision with AVX2
instructions enabled. The reported values correspond to the
average over 10 measurements for 2500 shower runs.

aims at facilitating the automatic vectorization of the

code by the compiler. The foremost important action
was to clean–up and rationalize the code, which already

lead to significant improvements without even starting

vectorization. Then, we were able to restructure the

tests to extract the main computational instructions

from inside conditional statements and to make sure

that function calls were called from outside these instruc-

tions. We also relied on the SIMD vector libm, a library

that implements the automatic vectorization of mathe-

matical functions. The optimized version is integrated in

the official CORSIKA iact /atmo package used in CTA

and can be simply activated by a specific compilation

flag. In Appendix C we report the profile of CORSIKA

after the applications of all these transformations. With

these optimizations, we are able to reach a speed–up of

1.51 for CORSIKA 7 with AVX2 instructions, consider-

ing a configuration used for large–scale CTA simulation

productions. It’s worth mentioning that the actual im-

provement in simulation efficiency since the beginning

of our work on CORSIKA 6 reaches almost a factor of 2:

This translates in significantly reduced costs and carbon

footprint, or more resources available to achieve higher

number of event statistics when needed.

We plan further work on the optimization of COR-

SIKA 7, starting with an in–depth study of the accuracy

of the computations of the most CPU intensive steps.

If the precision of such steps can be reduced from dou-

ble to float, vectorization will be made twice as more

efficient. A second path forward is to analyze how the

cache memory is accessed in order to understand if some

computations may be reorganized to manage memory

in a more efficient way, and further minimize the overall

CPU time.
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From the case study of the optimization of COR-

SIKA, we were able to devise and demonstrate a general

transformation process of high–performance code for au-

tomatic vectorization conditioning. The process starts

with the extraction of the most common instructions

to place them in the fore–front of the code to ensure

the compiler’s capacity to vectorize the primary com-

putations. This transformation requires mostly restruc-

turing the conditional expressions as well as dividing

long complex loops into smaller more vectorizable loops.

Then, we observed that excessive splitting of the code
into functions can lead into having multiple layers of

indirect function calls that hinder the compiler from

automatically replacing redundant function calls which

in turn prevents instruction–level vectorization when

these instructions contain a function call.

Based on this optimization methodology, we envi-

sion that at least part of this process could be handled

automatically through a high–level tool that would be
able to analyze the code and propose well targeted opti-

mizations without any prior knowledge on the details of

the code. We also imagine such a tool being extended

into a fully automatic optimizer of HPC applications

that could prove to be extremely challenging for manual

optimization.
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A Simulation of the Cherenkov photon production and propagation

Figure 5 presents a schematic view of the simulation steps of a typical electromagnetic event with CORSIKA. Shower development
and the electron/positron transport are handled in the EGS4, SHOWER and ELECTR subroutines. Then, each particle track in the
shower is subdivided into several steps and for each step, the number of emitted Cherenkov photons is calculated by the CERENK

subroutine. In order to reduce the computing time of photon propagation, all the computations are applied to bunches of
typically 5 photons rather than to individual photons. Particle steps are further subdivided into sub-steps so that a single
photon bunch is emitted at each sub-step. At each sub-step iteration the RAYBND function is called to calculate the bending of
the photon bunch due to the refraction in the atmosphere and its propagation toward the ground. Finally, the coordinates of
the photon bunches intersecting the telescope geometry are recorded and saved in the CORSIKA output (TELOUT function).

Fig. 5 Schematic view of the code flow from the electromagnetic shower to the production and propagation of the Cherenkov photons.
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B Sample of codes pre– et post–optimization

To give the reader an idea of the optimized code looks like, two code listings are following, left being the original version, and
right the optimized version that is automatically vectorized by GCC. VECTOR SIZE is set according to the length of the SIMD
register available on the CPU.

Original

// Emission d i r e c t i o n r ep laced
// by observed d i r e c t i o n .
∗u ∗= s i n t o b s / s in t em ;

∗v ∗= s i n t o b s / s in t em ;

// Downward ray remains downward ray
i f ( (∗w) >= 0 . )
∗w = s q r t (1.− s i n t o b s ∗ s i n t o b s ) ;
// Upward ray remainy upward
e l s e
∗w = −s q r t (1.− s i n t o b s ∗ s i n t o b s ) ;

// Pos i t i on in obse rvat i on l e v e l
// c o r r e c t e d f o r d i sp lacement .
∗dx += h o r i o f f ∗ (∗u)/ s i n t o b s ;

∗dy += h o r i o f f ∗ (∗v )/ s i n t o b s ;

// Light t r a v e l time added to emis s ion time .
∗dt += t r a v e l t i m e ;

Vectorized

f o r ( i n t i =0; i< VECTOR SIZE; i ++){
u [ i ] ∗= s i n t o b s [ i ] / s in t em [ i ] ;
}

f o r ( i n t i =0; i< VECTOR SIZE; i ++){
v [ i ] ∗= s i n t o b s [ i ] / s in t em [ i ] ;
}

f o r ( i n t i =0; i< VECTOR SIZE; i ++){
i f (w[ i ] >= 0)
w[ i ] = s q r t (1.− s i n t o b s [ i ]∗ s i n t o b s [ i ] ) ;
e l s e
w[ i ] = −s q r t (1.− s i n t o b s [ i ]∗ s i n t o b s [ i ] ) ;
}

f o r ( i n t i =0; i< VECTOR SIZE; i ++){
dx [ i ] += h o r i o f f [ i ] ∗ (u [ i ] ) / s i n t o b s [ i ] ;
}

f o r ( i n t i =0; i< VECTOR SIZE; i ++){
dy [ i ] += h o r i o f f [ i ] ∗ ( v [ i ] ) / s i n t o b s [ i ] ;
}

f o r ( i n t i =0; i< VECTOR SIZE; i ++){
dt [ i ] += t r a v e l t i m e [ i ] ;
}
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C CORSIKA profiling after optimization

Figure 6 shows the profiling of CORSIKA after all the optimizations described in Sections 3 and 4. The critical execution
path is the same as for the original version (see Figure 1), where CERENK and RAYBND have been replaced by their vectorized
counterparts (CERENKOVOPT and RAYBND VEC respectively). The effect of the vectorization is visible in the reduction of the number
of calls to RAYBND VEC with respect to RAYBND in Figure 1. It should also be noticed that the original scalar version of RAYBND is
still called as fall back in about 1 % of cases to treat the photon bunches that do not fit into 4-lenght vectors. Finally, the
extended usage of vectorized mathematical functions in CERENKOVOPT and RAYBND VEC is shown in the call graph.

Fig. 6 Profile of the CORSIKA optimized version for an execution with 2500 gamma–ray showers on an AVX2-enabled processor.
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